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Allyster’s reality vanished as he hit the ground. WHAM! His cheek pressed into 
the dirt and scattered leaves as he gasped for air. His chest felt broken, like it 
was in danger of caving in. He clawed at the ground to try and steady himself 
from the harsh plummet to the earth’s floor, as his lungs spit up a cough, which 
felt like it included a heavy dose of hot sauce. This wasn’t right.  

His brain scrambled to make sense of the unfamiliar thick air and the smell of 
weeds and death, as he laid like a defeated bug that had been smacked by a 
giant fly swatter. He shut his eyes and tried to concentrate on breathing before 
he mentally ran through a check-list of body parts to make sure they were all 
accounted for: two arms, ten fingers, two legs. . .and then his mother’s face 
popped into his mind. Her arms were crossed as she reminded him that a 
sixteen-year-old boy shouldn’t be lying in the dirt. Her Asian features and strong 
accent echoed in Allyster’s head - for some reason those were the two 
characteristics of his mother that his imagination always seemed to amplify. 

Allyster groaned. He shoved the mental mother-monitor away before his 
imagination could conjure up his father, too. Allyster’s subconscious tended to 
replace Nathan Williams’ forgettable features and every-day-white-American-
male exterior with a unique caricature instead. Someone brave. Someone bold. 
Someone less boring and who demanded to be listened to, and Allyster never 
failed to hear his father’s moral life-lessons on repeat whenever anything 
questionable happened. Only cowards fight with their fists. Sometimes change is 
for the better. If you rush ahead now, you’ll regret the time you missed. 

Allyster rolled his eyes; the depth of his dad’s corniness was never-ending. 
He forced both of his parents from his mind since they clearly weren’t here, and 
Allyster hated that he kind of wished they were. But wishing wasn’t going to get 
him anywhere at the moment, and he knew it. 

He felt the earth moving under him - like it was breathing - as he picked his 
head up and looked around. Light streamed through the jungle-type canopy 
overhead. Vines strung across the trees like a ball of yarn that had been undone 
and tossed around. Hoots and hisses from animals he couldn’t see, popped from 
every part of the wild growth and Allyster knew he was surrounded, even if it 
was only by owls and snakes. 

He got to his feet as he felt over his horns - two half-moon points that stuck 
out of his black hair like small sickles. Despite his crash to the ground, his styled 
fohawk was still in order, as best as he could tell. He plucked a mud-brown leaf 
from the tip of one of them. Accidentally spearing things now and again had 
always been the downside to the natural aesthetic. “At least I’m dressed for this,” 
he mumbled as he looked down at himself. He brushed dirt and more leaves off 
his camouflage pants and brown t-shirt, even as he wondered where the outfit 
had come from. He would never wear anything camouflage by choice.
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 He dared to take a half-step forward as he debated which way he should go, 
but he stopped and rubbed the back of his neck and the aching muscles of his 
arms instead. Everything felt jarred, like he was made of cogs and springs and 
now he needed to be put back together. He looked up and squinted from the 
sunlight shooting through the treetops. He had no idea where he had fallen 
from, and even worse, where he was now. 

He shoved his hands in his pockets, hoping to find his cell phone, but his 
optimistic thoughts dropped as he pulled out a faded photograph instead. Lint 
clung to the tattered corners and a dirt smudge streaked across the person’s face, 
like she was trying to hide. Allyster wiped the photograph against his pant leg, 
and blew the lint away, before the unsure look in his eyes brightened at the sight 
of the familiar face. 

“Amber,” he whispered. He traced a finger over her face and down her 
springy dark brown curls, which fell past her shoulders. His insides warmed for 
a second before his focus landed on the blue halo encircling her head. His teeth 
grit. His horns, her halo - that’s why they had been forced apart. It’s not natural. 
It’s not right. Horns should stay with horns and halos with halos. That’s what his 
parents had said, and he was sure Amber’s parents had recited carbon copy 
logic to her that sounded much the same. 

But then they sent her away and had her locked up like she was some kind of 
animal, not a teenager in love.  

Allyster tightened his grip on the faded picture. When he and Amber had 
decided to date, despite their horns and halos, they had promised to stay 
together. To fight the system together. To take on the world together. 

But the world had won. 

The sticky, heavy air clung to Allyster’s lungs again, and a sudden violent 
awareness that he needed to rid his body of it, overtook him. He held his throat 
as a blazing sensation coated his esophagus. He leaned over, his hands on his 
knees as his eyes watered. The rumbled outburst felt like it was going to split his 
chest in two before it finally subsided, leaving Allyster gasping. He let his mouth 
hang open as he sucked in as much oxygen as he could from the foreign 
atmosphere before his attention noticed something written on the back of the 
photograph he had dropped.

He scooped it up and wiped it clean of the dirt that seemed to be able to 
cover anything. One word scrawled across the back of the picture in what 
Allyster considered to be the worst handwriting he had ever seen. Splotchy red 
ink spelled: LISTEN. 

“Listen?” Allyster questioned out loud as he stared at the poorly-executed 
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lettering, like it held the secret to the place he was in. “Listen to what?”

Something suddenly stirred in the waist-high bushes beside him, and Allyster 
spun around. His eyes darted from the bright red berries to the black crevices 
hiding between the leaves and branches. “Who’s there?” he called - his voice 
squeaking from his nerves - but he couldn’t see anything other than the foliage 
of the berry bush. 

A trembled breath left him as he looked away and back down at the picture 
he had never seen before, until he had fallen from the sky. A smile slid across his 
lips. Maybe Amber was here in this place with him. Why else would he have her 
picture in his pocket? He didn’t know, but he was ready to find out. 

His eyes shot up and over as he scanned the wild terrain: he didn’t see 
anyone, but maybe that was what the cryptic note meant. 

LISTEN. 

Allyster shut his eyes as he recalled his fifth grade health teacher telling his 
class once that people who have lost one sense, often gain strength in the ones 
they have left. Allyster could only hope that his teacher had been right. If he 
blocked out the world, maybe he could hear something. Hear her.  

Whatever types of birds lived in this place, Allyster could hear them flapping 
overhead: large swooshes and tiny flutters. He could hear smaller things 
scurrying along the ground by his feet - snakes, squirrels? It didn’t matter, he 
decided quickly, since Amber wasn’t a bird or a squirrel - none of this mattered. 

This isn’t working. He let out a sigh before he pinched his nose closed. No 
smelling either. 

 Five seconds passed, and then ten. Allyster opened his eyes and gave a 
defiant snort. Stupid teacher didn’t know anything. He looked around again, but 
nothing had changed during his sensory deprivation experiment. He looked 
down at Amber’s picture one last time, and then he set off. He was going to have 
to find her without the aid of a poorly-written note or super senses.  

He shoved his way through a thicket of berry bushes, his skin taking a 
beating, which included a few scratches and one angry poke from a thorny bush 
that was hiding among the fruit-bearing plants. He did his best to clean the 
lightly-bloodied wound with the tail of his t-shirt just as he heard someone call 
his name. 

Allyster spun around. “Hello!” he called, but the only things around were 
plants. “Hello?” he hollered again as he stepped closer to a smaller bush that 
had a faint glow coming from the middle of it. “A-Amber?” he asked, his brain 
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already shuddering from how stupid that idea was.   

“Hi, Allyster,” the unfamiliar voice said again. It was small and high-pitched, 
like the voice of a mouse. . .if mice could talk. 

Mice can’t talk, Allyster decided quickly as he peered down at the bush. 
“Hello? Who called me?” 

“I did,” the voice declared. “I’m here to help.” 

“And who are you?” he asked as he shoved a few branches back to reveal the 
source of the soft purple light. He would have jumped back and screamed at the 
sight of the tiny woman sitting on a cluster of raspberries, but he refused to be so 
wimpy. 

“I’m Lucy. I’m your guide,” she informed him with an eye-roll, like he had 
just asked her the most ridiculous question ever thought of. 

Allyster watched as she stood up and fussed with her tiny outfit - a rather 
form-fitting black dress that had purple flowers on it, which matched the color of 
her corkscrew-like hair. White and purple striped stockings covered what her 
short dress didn’t, and Allyster had to scold himself for finding her attractive, 
despite her size. She was barely three inches tall when she stood and that 
included the high-heeled shoes she had on. 

She had neither horn nor halo, and that was unsettling to Allyster, which 
made him curse himself as he asked, “Guide for what?” 

“The guide to what you’re looking for, of course.” She jumped to another 
branch on the bush. She stumbled and waved her arms to keep her balance. 

“Hey, careful,” Allyster said as he went to help her, but he pulled his hand 
back. What if I crush her?

“I’m fine,” Lucy insisted, brushing off her dress. “I am a fairy after all. I’ve 
lived here for over a thousand years.” 

Allyster blinked. “A thousand years? You don’t look that old. And where is 
here?” 

“Of course I don’t look old. And here is home. My home, and your home.”

“I don’t live here,” he argued just as a growl-like rumble erupted from a 
group of trees a few feet away. Allyster froze. His intuition immediately alerted 
him that he was in trouble. Lots of trouble. He patted down his pockets on 
instinct. Even though he knew the only thing he had was the worn photograph 
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of Amber, the need to be able to defend himself overtook the facts. Thoughts of 
magically coming up with a sword or a gun or even a crossbow - anything to aid 
as a weapon - popped into his mind. And just like that, he did feel something in 
his pocket. A blip of hope crossed his heart just before. . .“A pencil?” he asked, 
shaking his head as he pulled a yellow, sharpened pencil from his pocket. 

“Oh, it’s good you have that! We wouldn’t have a chance without it,” Lucy 
said as she raised her arms. “Now pick me up and let’s get out of here!” 

Allyster didn’t protest. He scooped the fairy up and dashed through a clump 
of trees until he was standing on an overgrown path. Bits of tree limbs, jagged 
moss-covered rocks, and the carcass of a dead deer, lay scattered around like 
sprinkles on top of an ice cream sundae. 

“What was that?” Allyster asked as he dared to glance over his shoulder, but 
whatever had been moving in the bushes hadn’t followed them. 

“You don’t want to go near them,” Lucy counseled, her tone darkening. “We 
should get moving, and you better get your pencil ready in case we run into 
more.” 

“Into more what?” 

“Adhamo plants,” Lucy said with a shiver, like her words chilled her insides. 

“What are those?” 

“They have teeth and arms. They mostly only eat boys. Horn boys.” 

Allyster stopped, staring down at his hand where the small fairy was standing 
and leaning against his index finger. “They eat people?” 

“They eat horn boys.” 

“You said that. . .but why? Why only horn boys?” 

“They don’t eat all horn boys, just certain ones. They obviously want to eat 
you though. Do you have your pencil ready?” Lucy asked as she fussed with the 
silver pendant necklace around her neck, like she was getting ready to go out on 
a date, not fight the dreaded Adhamos. 

Allyster watched for a moment, before he held the pencil up. “What good is 
a pencil? And why do they want to eat me? I’ve always been a plant supporter. 
My mom is a flower freak!”

A growl roared from behind him, and Allyster took that as the sign to get 
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going. He was carful to hold his hand at a steady balance so Lucy wouldn’t fall. 

“They eat the horn boys who have been with halo girls,” Lucy said as she 
held onto Allyster’s thumb. “It’s wrong for horns and halos to be together, and 
the Adhamos know that.” 

“But it’s not wrong,” he protested, like it was as natural as breathing. “And 
how do they know about Amber?” 

“They can smell it on you.”

“That’s nonsense. I haven’t even seen Amber in. . .” he paused as he tried to 
remember exactly how long it had been since he’d last seen her smile or heard 
her voice. 

“It doesn’t matter,” Lucy snapped. “It only takes once and you’re ruined. 
You’ll always stink of halo now.” She felt Allyster’s hand tense and she added 
quickly, “I’m not trying to be mean. . .I’m only telling you the truth. Once or a 
thousand times, the Adhamos can smell it, and they will eat you for it.”

Allyster looked away from her, the corners of his mouth turning down. I’m 
not ruined. That can’t be true. He grit his teeth as he pushed the thought away, 
just before something green flashed out of the corner of his eye. He spun around 
and jumped back as a massive vine shot out of the ground, like it was on super-
charged hydraulics. The oval-shaped top opened to reveal a mouth - teeth, 
tongue, and a hiss that made Allyster’s ears hurt. It was like a Venus Fly Trap, but 
wicked and towering. It lunged forward and snapped its jaws right beside 
Allyster’s head. 

“Run!” Lucy squealed, but it was too late. The earth broke open and another 
Adhamo plant popped up to the left and then one behind them. Allyster was 
shaking almost as much as the ground. He could feel sweat pouring down his 
back and around his hands as he watched the infuriated plants snap and weave, 
coming close and missing as he dodged around their attacks - but he wasn’t 
going to be able to keep that up for long. 

“What do they want?” he cried as he ducked to avoid the jaws of the original 
Adhamo. 

“They’re going to eat you!” Lucy shrieked. “And all because you touched a 
halo!” 

“But it’s not wrong!” he adamantly defended again, as a fourth and a fifth 
Adhamo shot up from the ground. He was surrounded now. Even if he wanted to 
run, he wouldn’t make it five feet. 
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“Your pencil!” Lucy screamed, tugging at his pinky finger. “Allyster, use it to 
save us!” 

Allyster held the pencil up. For a moment he flicked it toward one of the 
Adhamos like it was a sword. 

“What are you doing?” Lucy cried. 

“I don’t know, you said to use it to save us.” Allyster jumped to avoid another 
vicious snap. This time he could smell the plant’s breath - death. It’s lips were 
red and so were its teeth. Allyster wasn’t their first meal of the day. 

“I meant draw a weapon!” Lucy shouted as she kicked Allyster’s palm.

“I don’t have any paper!” Allyster shouted back as he swung around, still 
holding the pencil out in front of him as Lucy scurried up his arm and onto his 
shoulder. She gripped his shirt for balance. 

“Draw us a weapon! You don’t need paper to do it; use the air!” she 
screamed as she pointed out in front of them.

Allyster knew what she meant, though he wasn’t sure how. He quickly 
sketched a picture of a baseball bat in the air, and in a blazing flash it became 
real. He could feel the wood it was made of and the weight it possessed. 

“Good!” Lucy shouted as she clung to Allyster’s neck and ear. “Now beat 
them down and let’s get out of here, we have a long way to go!” 

“Go?” Allyster asked, but his attention quickly forgot to wait for the answer as 
one of the Adhamos attacked. He swung the bat, and it was on point. WHAM! 
The monstrous head of the plant gushed as red, white, and yellow splattered 
everywhere. Allyster wanted to yell in victory as adrenaline coursed through 
him, making his limbs tingle, but there was no time. Another Adhamo snapped, 
its razor-like teeth clamped shut just millimeters from his body. 

“Take that!” Allyster yelled as he swung the bat forward and smashed it into 
the plant’s bulbous head. This one didn’t explode into a rainbow of internal 
colors, but it wailed in pain and shrunk back. 

“Watch out!” Lucy cried as the Adhamo behind them lashed out. Allyster 
screamed as he felt his arm catch fire. Blood ran down where the plant’s best 
weapons had shredded his skin. Lucy was in tears, as she asked if he was okay, 
while Allyster stumbled backward. 

“Yeah,” he said, gasping for the air that felt elusive. He tried to raise the bat to 
defend himself, but his strength was fading. The bat fell to his side as he let it go 
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and grabbed his abused flesh. He dropped to his knees, and the ground began to 
shake.

“She’s here!” Lucy squealed as she tugged on Allyster’s earlobe. “We must 
run! If we don’t leave now, she will eat you!” 

“Who’s here?” he asked, as the world felt fake and dizzy. Focus was 
impossible as he held the wet, shredded meat of his arm that was once muscle. 
He looked, but his mind felt groggy. All he saw was the hoard of Adhamos, with 
their teeth showing and their tongues whipping out with a hissing that was 
sickening.

“It’s the queen.” Lucy pointed as the earth split open, and up shot a vine 
thicker and taller than all the others. The almond-shaped head was twice the 
size of the previous Adhamos, and unlike the others, this one had eyes, not just 
an animal-like mouth. “She’s going to eat you,” Lucy whispered. “And she’ll 
make me serve five hundred years in her service as punishment.” 

Allyster managed to get to his feet. His legs felt weak. His arm was on fire, 
but he held the bat in the other hand, ready to go down swinging. He pulled at 
his depleting source of strength and raised the bat, but then he stopped. 

The queen was looking at him. Her eyes were dark, and she had hair - dark 
hair that hung down and bounced around. 

She looks like Amber. He told his mind to shut up, to stop being ridiculous, 
but it was true and he couldn’t get past it. This plant - this Adhamo that was 
ready to eat him - looked exactly like Amber. 

He dropped the bat. 

“What are you doing?” Lucy screamed as she kicked him in the side of his 
neck. “That’s our only weapon, unless you draw something else.” 

“I can’t attack her,” he said with a painful sigh that sent shards of heat up his 
injured arm. “She’s Amber.” 

Lucy threw her hands in the air. “That’s not Amber. That’s the queen of the 
Adhamo! Draw a gun and blow her head off!” 

Allyster plucked the fairy off his shoulder. “You’re really violent, aren’t you?” 

“You’ll be agreeing with me in a minute,” she protested, as the queen 
Adhamo ordered them to be silent. 

Allyster tensed. The queen bent her head down close to his face. Her mouth 
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opened, and her lips were painted red with lipstick. “You, Young Horn, are 
forever mine,” she said in a darkly commanding voice. Her teeth looked like 
long swords, each one sharp enough to sever a tree in one snap. Allyster could 
feel her hot breath as he closed his eyes and waited to become lunch. 

“What do you have to say for yourself, Young Horn?” the Adhamo asked. “Do 
you know why you are here?” 

Allyster nodded. 

“He’s here because he’s been defiled, Your Majesty,” Lucy offered as she 
curtsied in Allyster’s hand. “Though you should know, he doesn’t believe it’s 
wrong.” 

“Who’s side are you on?” Allyster demanded, glaring down at the fairy. “I 
thought you were with me?” 

“You’re about to be eaten. It wouldn’t exactly be wise to claim allegiance 
with you, now would it?” 

Allyster debated on crushing her, but the queen Adhamo raised up, capturing 
every bit of his attention and will. “Death,” she pronounced, pointing a leaf-like 
finger at him. “Death to this young horn who so arrogantly thought he could 
partake of a halo and not be punished for it.” 

Allyster took a step back. “But why?” he asked, daring to look the queen in 
the eyes. He could almost see Amber’s soul in there. “Why would you punish 
me for being in love?” 

“LISTEN to me, Young Horn, there is no love between horns and halos,” she 
said, unapologetically. “You’re foolish to think any differently.” 

“YES! YES! YES!” all the other Adhamos sprang out in chorus. “YES! YES!” 

“See, told you you were done for.” Lucy plopped down in Allyster’s sweaty 
palm. “Just set me down by that bush before she eats you. I don’t want to be the 
surprise gooey morsel in her afternoon snack.” 

“You see, Young Horn,” the queen said as Allyster set Lucy down on the grass 
and told her she could make her own way to the bush, “once you’ve been with 
a halo, there is no going back. You are worthless meat now, only suitable for 
eating. If I let you live, you will always crave halos. No matter what you do 
you’ll run back to them every time. So why not just eat you instead? It seems like 
the most humane ending.”

“Humane?” Allyster repeated with a blink. For a brief second he debated 
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drawing a dictionary, just so he could look up the exact definition of the word 
humane to prove Her Majesty wrong.

“It’s for the protection of your race,” the queen stated matter-of-factly. “If 
horns and halos were permitted to mingle,” she said with a curl to her 
oversized-lips, “then bloodlines would be tainted. Procreation would come next, 
and as we all know, the things that are the product of that are hideous; they 
should all be drowned like unwanted dogs.” 

Allyster’s insides boiled. He clutched the handle of the bat as his nostrils 
flared. Maybe Lucy was right; he should draw a gun. 

“Thankfully,” the queen continued with an ugly smile separating her words, 
“your unnatural ways have been put to a stop, and I’m about to ensure that you 
are dealt with accordingly.” 

“Are you really going to let her talk to you like that?” 

Allyster jumped as he turned to see his best friend, Jasper Ashby, standing 
beside him. He watched as Jasper brushed off the front of his red t-shirt and 
loose fitting jeans, like he had taken the great fall to the ground too, and he was 
just now tidying himself up from it. Leaves and dirt scattered from Jasper’s 
clothes, and then his head as he scooped a clump of twigs and mud from his 
spiky blonde hair. His silver horns seemed brighter here, and his light blue eyes 
shined with determination as he stood tall with a rock-hard edge to his jawline 
as he said, “She’s really talking some serious smack, man. She’s nothing more 
than an overgrown weed, and you’re letting her get the best of you.” 

Allyster wasn’t sure if he should be shocked or terrified that Jasper was in this 
place with him, but either way he was thankful to see someone he knew. 
Someone who wasn’t trying to kill him. 

The queen Adhamo called for silence before Allyster could say anything. She 
pointed her leaf-like finger at Jasper, “You have no business here. You are clean. 
Off,” she ordered as she pointed toward the woods. “Off with you now.” 

“My business is that you want to eat my friend,” Jasper snapped back at her. 
His piss-and-fire attitude was coming to the forefront as usual. He crossed his 
arms. “I object to your entire bogus court,” he told her without flinching as he 
unwittingly imitated his lawyer-father, Thurston “The Shark” Ashby. Jasper hated 
him, but nature doesn’t let you choose which traits you inherit. “Your Majesty 
has ruled Allyster guilty,” Jasper recognized, “but death is uncalled for.” 

“Young Counselor, don’t push me,” the queen said as she bent down, her 
massive head coming close as she showed her deadly teeth. “You may be 
innocent, but I’ll gladly dispose of you just to stop your running mouth.” 
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“YES! YES! YES!” the other Adhamos sang out in chorus as they opened their 
mouths and swung their heads around. “EAT HIM!” 

Jasper let out a snort. “Good to see you’ve surrounded yourself with yes-
men,” he said, even as he took a step back to escape the quick snap of the 
queen’s jaws that he knew was only seconds away. “Only weak leaders have 
such dedicated servants.” 

“Jasper, it’s probably not the best time to insult her,” Allyster whispered as he 
nudged his friend in the side. 

“Nonsense,” Jasper whispered back, a wily smile accenting his words. “It’s 
always time to call utter-rubbish when someone’s trying to throw a dirty punch.” 
He puffed out his chest as he stared the queen Adhamo in the eye. “. . . and 
that’s All this is. It’s rubbish. Rubbish that stinks like this chick’s breath.”

Allyster smacked himself. Jasper was going to get them both eaten. 

“Young Counselor, you just spoke your own death sentence,” the queen said 
as she reared up. Her neck stretched as her almond-shaped head almost touched 
the top of the trees. Her leafy arms spread to both sides, and Allyster and Jasper 
stepped back. 

“Oops,” Jasper mumbled. 

“Oops?” Allyster asked, his eyes never leaving the bringer of their death. “Did 
you really have to insult her breath?” 

Jasper shook his head with a shrug. “It really needed to be said. We could 
make a run for it,” he suggested just as he glanced down at the bat Allyster was 
still holding. “Where did you get that?” 

“He drew it!” a small voice squeaked from the ground as Lucy walked over 
and kicked Allyster on the foot. Her tiny face wore a scowl as she looked up at 
the boys. “And if Big-Horn here hadn’t insulted the queen,” she said with a 
quick glare at Jasper, “he could have gotten away!” 

“You know, for a little chick, you’ve got a big mouth,” Jasper told her before 
he looked back to Allyster. “You can draw weapons?” 

“He can draw anything!” Lucy shouted from the ground to make sure she 
was heard. “Now pick me up! I don’t like yelling! It’s not lady like!” 

Jasper rolled his eyes, even as Allyster scooped the fairy up. Allyster’s 
damaged arm sent another round of fire through his shoulder as his hand shook. 
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His head felt light, like at any moment he might fall over. 

“Don’t drop me,” Lucy warned as she clung to Allyster’s index finger. 

“No, drop her, and draw a machine gun to blow that stupid wench plant up,” 
Jasper suggested just as the queen Adhamo barreled toward them with a high-
pitched hiss that made every bird in the area take sudden flight. Her jaws 
snapped right in front of Allyster. A foul odor followed it, and mindless shouts 
from the other Adhamos filled the air, like a battle cry. 

“Screw the gun, just run!” Jasper ordered as he shoved Allyster on his good 
shoulder. 

The ground shook as the trio rushed to get out of Adhamos’ reaches. Allyster 
dropped the bat as he held Lucy close to his chest. His legs moved, and he 
could hear Jasper screaming behind him to go faster. To go right. To dodge into 
that clump of trees. Allyster didn’t second guess any of it. He followed every 
instruction he heard from over his shoulder as they hopped over a fallen tree, 
and avoided more dead deer. I’m really going to have to find out what’s up with 
that. . .

“Allyster, look out!” Jasper yelled as he grabbed the back of Allyster’s shirt, 
stopping him from stepping on a half-buried open mouth of an Adhamo. The 
moment Allyster’s feet skidded to a halt, the plant sprang from the earth. Its long 
stalk and head towered to the tree tops. 

“Go! Go!” Allyster yelled as he spun around and shoved Jasper to change 
directions. They had to get out of the woods, or at least out of this part of them - 
this Adhamo-infested area. 

“We’re in the Adhamo Tavern,” Lucy piped up. She clutched Allyster’s shirt 
front as he cradled her with as much care as he could, as they zig-zagged 
around trees, vines, and bushes. “If we can make it to the other side of the 
stream, they won’t follow us,” she offered as she kicked at Allyster’s thumb. “I 
can’t see where we’re going! Your hand is too big!” she complained as she tried 
to twist around enough to give directions. 

“There’s no stream,” Jasper argued as they heard hissing just a few yards 
behind them. “Come on, which way?” 

Allyster looked to the left and then the right - but it all looked the same. 
There was no stream. No water of any kind. 

“That way,” he finally decided as he pointed, and a second later he was 
leading his small party through low hanging branches and vines that slithered 
over their shoulders and heads. They kept quiet and moved fast until they came 
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to a clump of bushes that had bright orange fruits on them. 

“Don’t eat them,” Lucy whispered. “Don’t even touch them.”

Allyster nodded, and Jasper did the same as they bobbed and weaved their 
way around the glowing fruit, which looked tasty. 

“It’s wrong that something so good-looking is probably poison,” Jasper 
mumbled as he eyed an especially large orange fruit. His stomach growled. He 
took a step closer. It was like someone had split a ripe orange open and hung 
the pieces from the bushes. He could smell sweet juice coming from it. He 
licked his lips. 

“Jass, don’t get too close to it,” Allyster warned as he glanced over his 
shoulder. They hadn’t heard the hiss of the Adhamos for a little while now, but 
that was no reason to stop moving. 

“They’re not poison,” Lucy corrected as she watched Jasper lean over to get a 
better look at the bright orange treat. “They’re Brain-Bugs.”   

Jasper barely got the word what? out of his mouth before the orange slice did 
a pivot on the branch it was hanging from. Spindly legs popped out of its sides 
as it leapt from its perch and clung to Jasper’s shirt. He screamed as he scraped it 
off in a panic. 

Lucy covered her mouth as she laughed. “I told you,” she said, “if you eat it 
or it gets on your skin, it will get inside you and eat your brain. Not that it would 
be much of a meal if it ever got to your brain.”  

“I’m sorry, Allyster,” Jasper said, his voice sounding like he was holding it 
back with whips and chains, “but I’m going to have to crush your fairy now.” He 
lunged forward, but Allyster pushed him back, as he kept Lucy close to him.

“Jass, it’s not helping,” he argued, fighting off the pain the sudden movement 
had brought to his arm. “She’s not the best guide,” he admitted as he looked 
down at the small woman who was struggling to get out of his palm, 
conceivably to go kick Jasper with her sling back pumps, “but at least she 
warned you not to eat one of those things. . .speaking of which, let’s seriously 
get out of here.” 

Allyster took the lead again, and after scooting around a few more Brain-Bug 
bushes, they were in a small clearing. It looked like someone had removed all 
the trees from the circular area. 

“What the hell happened here?” Jasper asked as he kicked at the ground with 
his sneaker. It was hard, with more rocks than leaves and twigs, like the rest of 
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the forest floor. 

“At least I think we’re clear of those Adhamos and that queen,” Allyster 
offered as he let himself breathe easy for the first time, just as  the ground 
rumbled again. Allyster’s legs stiffened. His body felt rigid. There was still the 
refreshing smell of nature - oak, pine, and fall leaves here, but there was a 
stench too. Something rotten. Something that had gone sour. Something worse 
than the queen Adhamo’s breath. 

“This is worse than the wench plant’s breath,” Jasper whined as he covered 
his mouth and nose. “Gag me already.”

“He’s coming,” Lucy said as she tugged on Allyster’s thumb. “We need to 
go. . .now.” 

 
“Who’s coming?” he asked, as the ground stirred, like the aftershocks from an 

earthquake. “What is that?” 

“It’s him.” Lucy looked toward the vibration. “It’s the king of the Adhamos. 
He’s coming for you, Allyster.”

Allyster’s mouth dropped open just as Jasper filled in his thoughts for him. 
“There’s a king of those stupid plants too? He can’t be any worse than that other 
one,” he decided as he hiked his thumb over his shoulder toward where they 
had come from. 

“Why is there a king?” Allyster whined. “I hate this place. First the queen 
Adhamo, and then those Brain-Bugs and now a king Adhamo? Why do they all 
hate me?” 

“Because people generally suck,” Jasper offered, patting Allyster on his good 
shoulder. “Even if they’re plants and orange flavored bugs, it seems.” 

 “Not to interrupt this sappy moment,” Lucy said, crossing her arms as she 
stared up at the boys, “but you’d better come up with a plan. Do you have your 
pencil still?”

Allyster felt over his pockets and pulled out the Number 2 pencil. He tried to 
think of something to draw, something that could defeat the king Adhamo, but 
nothing came to mind. “I still don’t get why the Adhamos are so against horns 
and halos being together,” he said just as a BOOM! sounded from the forest, like 
a thousand trees had suddenly been knocked over. . .and then they saw it. 

A great crack in the earth ran toward them. It shot through the trees, 
uprooting every single one as it went. Allyster and Jasper backed up as the 
burrowed highway stopped right in front of them. A great, black Adhamo plant 
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sprang from the ground. He was twice the size of the queen, with red eyes and 
teeth so white they looked like they’d been bleached. His red tongue came out 
of his mouth as slobber dripped from its tip. 

“Watch out!” Jasper yelled as he pulled Allyster and Lucy back, before a giant 
drop of Adhamo slobber hit them. 

The king Adhamo stretched out his black leaves and his almond-shaped head 
twisted and turned before he leered down at the strangers in his land. “Allyster 
Williams,” he said with a booming voice. “You stink of halo,” he announced. 
“You have become a smear of refuse, and are now only suitable for 
consumption.” 

A cackle followed his words, and Allyster’s stomach dropped. This was it. 
There would be no running. No escaping. There was nothing he could draw that 
could defeat this monstrous plant. His arm was almost numb now from the pain 
and lack of blood. He was sure it was probably infected by now from their last 
run through the woods.

He turned to Jasper. “Here,” he said, handing over his pencil before he gently 
scooted Lucy onto Jasper’s hand. “You two need to get out of here.” 

“I don’t want to go with him,” Lucy protested as she kicked Jasper’s fingers. 

“Hey, don’t!” Jasper insisted. “I’m not as kind-hearted as Allyster, I’ll throw 
your ass into the forest,” he told her, not bothering to keep the snide tone from 
his voice. 

Lucy plopped down and crossed her arms. “Stupid oaf,” she muttered. 

“It doesn’t matter,” Allyster told them as the king Adhamo lowered his head. 
His massive teeth and blood-red eyes were right in front of them as a smile 
creased his lips. 

“Run,” Allyster whispered from the corner of his mouth. “Run before you’re 
eaten too.” 

Jasper shook his head. “Man, when will you ever learn?” 

Allyster was shaking. He was already feeling like he was going to be sick as 
the king Adhamo glared at him. The last thing he needed right now was to hear 
one of Jasper’s speeches. He didn’t want to argue over the plan. He knew he was 
done for - his gut told him so - so there was no other decision to make. Jasper 
needed to get out of here and save himself, and hopefully he would take Lucy 
with him. Annoying as she was, Allyster didn’t want to see anything bad happen 
to her. . .especially on account of him. 
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“Jass,” Allyster pleaded, “please, just take Lucy and go. Now,” he begged as 
the king Adhamo inched closer. The odor from before was worse now as the 
plant opened his mouth and let his dripping tongue roll out. It was the stench of 
rottenness. Of something gone sour. It was the rank funk of all the things the 
king had consumed as of late, and that were now digesting inside his inner-
parts. 

And garlic, Allyster thought as he closed his eyes and prepared for death. This 
plant eats way too much garlic.

“I think this one stinks worse than his wench wife,” Jasper decided as he 
clapped Allyster on the shoulder to keep him from taking a step forward in self-
sacrifice. “Here, hold this,” he said as he handed Lucy back to Allyster.  

 “What are you doing?” Allyster asked as he watched Jasper smile at him, like 
a clown gone mad. 

“Plan B,” Jasper said just before he lunged forward and stabbed the pencil 
right into the eye of the king Adhamo. “Now run!” He turned and fled, and 
Allyster followed. The black Adhamo wailed. It pulled back and rose up - the 
pencil still sticking out of its eye as blood dripped to the ground. 

“I’LL KILL YOU BOTH!” he bellowed as he swung his bulbous head from 
side to side to try and loosen the pencil from his pierced eye socket just before 
he let out a monstrous yowl. 

“Don’t look back!” Jasper hollered as he and Allyster dashed through the 
forest. 

“No arguments here!” Allyster gasped as his lungs pulled at the thick air, his 
legs pumping as fast as they could go. The king would be following them shortly. 
There was no question about that. 

“We have to get to the stream,” Lucy insisted as she held onto Allyster as 
tightly as she could. “It’s the only way to get out of the Adhamo Tavern!” 

“For once I agree with her,” Jasper said as he ran right beside Allyster. “Which 
way, little chick? Show us and we’ll go!” 

Lucy looked around as best as she could, but the trees were zipping by too 
fast for her to get her bearings. The bushes and leaves all looked like smears of 
green and brown, like an oil painting gone terribly wrong. “It’s too the north,” 
she said, desperately, “but I’m not sure which way that is.” 

“Let’s just keep going then,” Allyster huffed, his body aching as he and Jasper 
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both slowed down a little. There was no way they would be able to keep going 
at this pace for long. 

“There’s more of those stupid Brain-Bugs,” Jasper said as he pointed to the 
left. Orange glows were everywhere, like a giant had come along and sprinkled 
them all over the forest. 

“Then maybe we should go more this way,” Allyster decided just before 
WHAM! Both boys smashed right into a towering brick wall. They stumbled 
backward. Dazed. “Wha. . .what is that?” Allyster asked as he looked at the 
scratched-up red bricks, and the stained cement between them that made up the 
massive structure. 

Allyster heard a hiss - a yowling hiss - come from behind him. It was the king 
Adhamo. Allyster and Jasper covered their noses as the smell flooded around 
them. Maybe the king had managed to get Jasper’s strike out, and maybe he 
hadn’t, but it didn’t matter. The black Adhamo plant was coming, and he would 
be here in seconds. The ground was already shaking under their feet as it was 
being ripped up by the sinister leader of the Adhamos.  

Allyster looked up: the wall seemed limitless. 

“Why is there a wall here?” Jasper asked from behind his hand. “Where did it 
come from?” He spun around to look to the left and then the right, but the wall 
stretched for as far as they could see. “This wasn’t even here a second ago!”

Allyster sat Lucy down. His arm was hurting to the point of tears. He would 
never be able to climb this wall, even if such a thing was possible. He wasn’t 
going to find Amber. He wasn’t going to be able to do anything.  

“We’re through,” Lucy announced as she put her hands on her hips while she 
glared at Allyster. “And it’s all your fault. Horns and halos don’t belong together.” 
She kicked him on the leg. “Maybe you’ll get that now. This is the Wall Of 
Punishment. It only shows up if you’re guilty.” 

Allyster sank to the ground. His head dropped. Guilty. . .I am guilty. He could 
feel his whole body vibrating as the king Adhamo was rushing up behind him, 
like an underground bullet train. This is what I get for not listening. But it was my 
choice, and I’ll take what’s coming. I hope Amber is somewhere safe.

“Don’t despair, Allyster,” Jasper said in an oddly gentle voice. He bent down 
and cupped Allyster’s shoulder before he handed him a block of cheese. “I have 
crackers too, so it’s all good.” 

Allyster took the cheese; it was heavy and smelled like cheddar. “What?” he 
asked just as he felt himself fall, as if the ground had disappeared, and then 
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WHAM! 

Allyster’s eyes shot open. His chest heaved as he looked around, dreading the 
sight of the king Adhamo or maybe something worse - if there was anything 
worse - but all he saw was his bedroom. 

He was in his bedroom. 

Allyster blinked, his mind trying to cope with reality. The late morning 
sunlight streamed through the window. The air was clean and free of the 
Adhamo stench or their terrible hissing. Allyster took a huge breath - lemons. 
Everything smelled like lemons,  which only meant one thing: his mother had 
cleaned something up. Every cleaning supply she owned smelled like lemons. 

“I spilled my coffee,” Jasper said as he sat in the desk chair by Allyster’s bed. 
“Your mom cleaned it up. And did you really just fall out of bed? What are you, 
five?” 

Allyster slowly picked himself up. His bottom was sore from where he’d just 
fallen. He was trying to remember. Trying to piece together how they had gotten 
from the Adhamo Tavern and the epic brick wall, to here. “It was a dream,” he 
mumbled as he sat down carefully. He clutched his arm, but the only thing there 
was the sleeve of his faded black t-shirt and a slight cramp from where he’d been 
lying on it all night. 

He looked over at Jasper, who was holding a nacho chip dripping with 
jalapeño cheese. “You’re eating cheese?” Allyster asked as he scratched his 
horns and then the side of his face. Everything had been too real. 

“Coffee and nachos, man,” Jasper said as he slurped down the piping hot, 
cheese-coated treat. “It was the perfect breakfast. . .until I spilled the coffee. 
Come on, get up,” he ordered. “I’ve been sitting here for almost an hour. I even 
threw a few things at you, but you kept mumbling that we needed to run, and it 
was like screw that,” Jasper said with a shrug as he sat the red-and-white-
checkered convenience store tray on Allyster’s desk. He wiped his hands on his 
blue jeans, which had holes in the knees. Everything Jasper owned was high end 
- his father always made sure of that - but Jasper had a knack for looking like a 
bum. “If you get up now, we can still make it to Spike Burgers for lunch.” He got 
up from his chair and checked his reflection in the mirror on the back of 
Allyster’s bedroom door. He twisted his fingers around the sharp points of his big 
silver horns and wiped a drop of cheese from his chin. 

“It’s too early for Spike Burgers,” Allyster moaned, just before he looked at his 
nightstand and screamed - admittedly a lot more like a little girl than he’d meant 
to. “What’s that?” he asked as he pointed a shaking finger at a plotted plant. Its 
three green stalks had open mouths that were red on the inside. And teeth. Or 
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what Allyster thought were teeth as he stood up from the bed and took another 
step away. 

“What are you girlin’ over?” Jasper asked with a chuckle. “Your mom brought 
that in, said she got it from the plant store this morning or something,” he offered 
dismissively. “She said she thought you’d like it. I tried to give them some 
cheese, but they seem to be strictly meat-eaters. Flies and crap.” 

“Flies,” Allyster repeated, dragging his hand down the side of his face as his 
brain finally snapped awake. “Of course, they’re Venus Fly Traps.” He shook his 
head, shaming himself for - as Jasper said - girlin’ over something so stupid. He 
plopped back down on the bed and yawned. Already the image of the king and 
queen Adhamos were fading. There were no Boy-Eating plants here. No ruling 
authority that was judging him guilty for believing that horns and halos should 
be allowed to be together. There was no death sentence. No brick wall.  

Allyster laughed to himself as he looked at the Venus Fly Traps. “They’re so 
small,” he said as he reached a finger over to touch one and SNAP!  
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Welcome To The End Of The Story!

Want to read more about Allyster, Jasper and all their crazy antics? Then check out book one 
of the Horns & Halos trilogy with Horns & Halos: Against The Giant. It’s available now on 
Amazon or jet on over to beckysvickery.com for more information. Also, please feel free to 

leave this lovely short story you’ve just read, a review. I know, that doesn’t sound very 
exciting, but trust me when I say that it IS exciting for us authors. Reviews help so much, and 
just a few sentences from bodacious people like you really mean the world to us. So if you’d 

be so kind, please consider clicking over to wherever you purchased this little piece of 
awesomeness from and do the right thing. 

And if reviews aren’t your thing, that’s cool too. You can also check out beckysvickery.com 
to sign up for a FREE newsletter to stay up to date with all things Horns & Halos (be on the 
look out for Horns & Halos 2: All Of Them Criminals) and all the other crazy characters that 
populate past, present, and upcoming novels and short stories. Did I mention it’s free?? All it 
costs you is a click! Even though I thought about charging two nickels, a plastic spider ring, 

and a bag of pretzels, but that seemed a bit extreme. See? I have limits. 

Thanks for reading, and see you all for the next book and in the newsletter! 

http://beckysvickery.com
http://beckysvickery.com
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More books by Becky S. Vickery

The Flames Of Guilt - An adult fairytale about a prince who needs to find his place in the 
world between the Kingdom of Light and the Kingdom of Gloom. There’s also hog racing, a 
dramatic relationship with a cactus, a slobbering Saint Bernard who loves apples, some crazy 

bandits who will steal your heart, and a murder or two.

Horns & Halos: Against The Giant - Book one in this exciting trilogy! Fighting against the 
system sucks. It’s even worse when you’re only sixteen and you’ve already been devastated 

by it, while your parents stood by and watched. Allyster Williams started fighting the 
moment he realized that the life of segregation he’s always known is wrong. In his world, 

people are separated by their horns and their halos - physical characteristics that have borne 
lies, hate, distrust, violence, and rumors - and it’s only getting worse. Allyster may be young, 
but as he discovers others who are willing to hear the truth and change for the better, he must 

grapple with hope to try and find the strength to keep fighting. To raise the flag. To knock 
down the barricades. To prove that things can get better, even as his greatest nightmare 

becomes a reality. 

Available now on Amazon or go to beckysvickery.com 

Find Becky Here:

Website: beckysvickery.com 
Twitter: @beckysvickery  

Email: beckysvickey@gmail.com 

Don’t be afraid to drop by any of the places above and say hi! 

http://beckysvickery.com
http://beckysvickery.com
mailto:beckysvickey@gmail.com
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